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Viadat user manual 
The following document describes basic interaction with the system from end user’s point of 
view. There is another document concerned with how to install the system and other tasks 
suitable for staff (system administrators) running the system. 

Viadat 
The following paragraphs briefly describe interaction with the “Viadat” platform as a whole. 
This platform comprises of multiple modules – deposit, search, text, annotate, analyze, stat, 
gis – and interacts with the repository described further below. The aim of the platform is to 
facilitate search, information extraction, visualization and research of oral history recordings. 
The platform’s workflow is set in such a way that forces users to mark their work as finished 
and publish it in the repository. Certain functionality will not be available unless the work is 
published. The structure of the manual sort of follows this workflow. 

User Accounts 

You need to be logged in to perform most of the actions. Though, at the moment all the 
users see all the items. To obtain a user account, you should consult your system 
administrator to get directions. In a fresh installation there is an administrator account “test” 
with password “test”. 

Exporting 

Whenever you mark something as “ready” (as in ready to be published), you can go to the 
“Export” tab and click “Run Exports” (see 1 in Figure 1) this will enter all the “ready” items, 
upload them into the repository and change their status to “published”. 

 
Figure 1: Run export 

 



Create narrator 

Conceptually there are two main entities that have metadata attached to them in the system. 
These are the narrators and the interviews. To finalize an interview you need to assign a 
narrator to it. Thus you need to create a narrator in the system first (unless you are adding 
second or any additional interviews to an already existing narrator). 
After you have logged in, go to the “Narrators” tab (marked 1 in Figure 2) and click the “New 
narrator” button (2). Fill in the required metadata (3) and click “Create Narrator” (4). This will 
add a new line in the Narrators list (5). Clicking a narrators name in this list will let you edit 
(after clicking a value, it changes to editable field, see 1 in Figure 3) the details about the 
narrator and will let you change the status from private to ready (as in ready to be 
published). 
In the current version the license is preset to “VIADAT License”, consult the Adding items to 
the repository section of this document for what this does. 

 
Figure 2: Create narrator 



 
Figure 3: Edit narrator and mark as ready 

Create entry 

Entries sort of map to the concept of interviews, they have no other details than the name, 
their function is to group together multiple source items (if the interview is made of multiple 
files). 
To create an entry go to “Entries” tab (1 in Figure 4), click “New entry” (2), fill in the entry 
name (3) and click “Create entry” (4). This will add a new row in the “Entries” list (5). 

 
Figure 4: Create new entry 

New source item 

When you click an entry name in the entries list (5 in Figure 4) you will move to a screen 
where you can edit the entry name (1 in Figure 7), add new sources items (2) or remove the 
entry (3). Clicking “New source item” will enable upload files option (the section marked 4 will 
appear). In the upload file dialog (Figure 5) you choose the audio files and transcript files. 
See the details about these files below. 



 
Figure 5: Upload files dialog 

The “Create AT” and “Upload AT” buttons remain disabled until the source item is published. 
To do that, click “Metadata” link (in section 4 of Figure 7) to show an edit metadata dialog 
(Figure 6). Here you can try using the “Autodetect” (1) button to fill in the metadata, or fill the 
required details manually. 
The autodetect can currently identify the title (if it is in the transcript header under “přepis 
rozhovoru”) and the narrator (if it is in the header under “jméno a příjmení narátora/ky” and a 
narrator with that name was already created). 
The “Update” (2) and “Set as Ready” (3) button remain disabled until all the fields contain a 
valid value. 
The “Narrator” (4) field lets you select only from narrators that have already been published. 
Press the “Set as Ready” (3) button to mark the source item as ready for publishing, and 
then click “Update” to close the dialog. 
To publish the source item the process is similar to publishing a narrator. Go to “Export” tab, 
under Ready sources you can see all the sources marked as ready. Clicking “Run Export” 
will publish all the ready items in the repository. 



 
Figure 6: Edit metadata of a source item 

File naming conventions 

The allowed file types are mp3 for audio and .doc, .docx or .odt documents as the transcript 
corresponding to the audio file. 
The name of the transcript file must be the same as the name of the corresponding audio 
(except for the extension). An example: `Rozhovor s Janem Sokolem.odt` and 
`Rozhovor s Janem Sokolem.mp3`. 
An interview can be split into multiple files. In that case files need to be numbered in 
ascending order and the name of a file must end with its number. An example: 
`Rozhovor s Janem Sokolem 1.odt`, `Rozhovor s Janem Sokolem 1.mp3`, 
`Rozhovor s Janem Sokolem 2.odt` and `Rozhovor s Janem Sokolem 2.mp3`. The transcript 



should cover only the part of audio that is in the corresponding file (ie. the audio and 
transcripts should be split in the same point in time). 

Transcripts 

Any header in the transcript file should be separated from the “proper transcript”. The 
detector goes paragraph by paragraph and searches for a continuous section that either has 
a solid border-bottom on a paragraph or has a text underline and is not too long. I.e. the 
whole header should have a border around it, or its items should be underlined. Also the 
header section will end when anything longer than 20 words appears. This is important for 
two reasons: for auto extraction of some of the metadata, but more importantly to ease the 
job of the forced aligner. 
The transcript text can be divided into multiple paragraphs. The first paragraph and if the 
speaker changes, the paragraph must start with the speaker’s ID. The ID must be separated 
from the text by a colon. An example: “Jan Novák: Dobrý den, ...”. The ID must be the same 
across the document. 
If the speaker is unknown use “Osoba A”, “Osoba B” etc. Use “Osoba ?” if it is not clear who 
is talking. 
If the speech, or part of it, is unintelligible use “[nesrozumitelné]” either as a part of a 
sentence or as a whole paragraph. If used as a paragraph the rules for speaker IDs still 
apply. 
 

 
Figure 7: New source item 

Create/upload annotated transcript and labels 

Use the “Create AT” (Figure 8) button to align the transcript text with the sound, i.e. this lets 
you go to the section of audio where a given sentence is being said, you’ll read about that 
further in the text.  
When the alignment is finished new section with the annotated transcript should appear 
(Figure 9). In there you can inspect the alignment and add labels to the transcript (1). You 
can inspect the provided statistics about this transcript (2). You can download the aligned 
transcript and/or the labels (3). When you are done with adding labels, you can mark the 
transcript as ready for export (4). Going to the “Export” tab will, yet again, show the ready 
transcripts and clicking “Run Export” will store the annotated transcript and the labels file into 
the repository item that contains the audio file. After you have published the transcript you 



can no longer add labels into it. It is frozen. You can clone the source item, export the clone 
(this will require a different signature), upload the transcript and labels to this cloned version 
and continue the work. 

 
Figure 8: Create AT 

 
Figure 9: Annotated transcript list 

Audio/Labels 

Clicking a transcript in the list (marked 1 in Figure 9) will take you to a page where you can 
play the audio or annotate/label the text. When the “Audio” tab (1) is selected you can 
selecte a section in the transcript (3) and listen to it (press play (4)). When you switch to the 
“Labels” tab (2), you can select a piece of the text, press new label and select an existing 
label (or create new) for the selected text. If you assign lemmas to labels, the “Show hint” 
checkbox will highlight the portions of text having that lemma. The lemma can be added in 
the “Labels” menu (1 Figure 11) after clicking the label name (2). You can also assign a 



location to the label and set a from-to date for the label, these can be used for filtering the 
labels. It’s also possible to create new labels here (3) 
 

 
Figure 10: Audio playback 



 
Figure 11: Labels 

Statistics 

Clicking on the statistics link (2 in Figure 9) in the “Entry” view will show you statistics about 
the words used in the transcript. For example the lemma counts (see Figure 12). 



 
Figure 12: Lemma counts statistics 

Search 

The “Search” tab (1 in Figure 13) provides a full text search through the annotated 
transcripts. The transcripts that match the search (the query and the transcripts are 
lemmatized so the matching returns more results than exact matching would) are listed (2). If 
you click a name of a matching transcript it will take you to the audio playback screen, where 
the matching words will be highlighted in the text. 

 
Figure 13: Search 

Repository 
The following paragraphs describe the repository system. The point of a repository system is 
to keep data safe from modifications and to simplify discovery of data by searching/browsing 
through associated metadata. 



User Accounts 

To obtain a user account, you should consult your system administrator to get directions. In 
a fresh installation there is an administrator account “dspace@lindat.cz” with password 
“dspace”. 

Search/Browse 

The following paragraphs briefly present the user interface for browsing and searching items 
(narrators and interviews) in the repository. 

The Homepage 

Search field (marked 1 in Figure 14) is used for full-text search. All metadata items are 
searched. Special syntax can be used to search in specific fields1, but you can use the 
predefined filters and facets to further refine the search. When you press the button, you will 
land on the search page (described further below) where the items matching the search 
criteria are shown. If you do not enter any text, all records will be displayed. 
The link "Advanced Search" (2) will also take you to the search page. In this case you’ll be 
shown an additional form for filtering on particular metadata fields. 
The selected facets (3), a subset of the facets that are available on the search page, namely 
Project, Topic, Profession, Keywords and Period, once again lead to the search page. This 
time only the records having the given facet value are shown. For example, all interviews 
from the selected period. The facets appear only if they can reduce the number of results, 
this behavior is the same on the search page. 
The homepage also includes newly added and frequently visited items (narrators and 
interviews (4)). 
Records in the repository can be browsed (5) in various orderings: issued date, language 
and names (including aliases). 
When you click on the name of an item (whether on homepage, search or when browsing), 
the item view page opens (described further below). 
If a user is logged and has sufficient privileges, the right hand side menu (6) shows a context 
section. This is where you can add new narrators to the repository, and if you are on 
narrator’s item-view pages (see below) this is where you can add new interviews to the 
narrator. 

                                                 
1 But this is beyond this introduction, please see the SOLR syntax documentation at 
https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/solr/The+Standard+Query+Parser 



 
Figure 14: The homepage 



The search page 

The search page (Figure 15) again contains a search field (1) and facets (4). The facets are 
divided into 3 levels depending on the type of metadata on which they filter (narrator, 
interview and technical details). 
There are extended search filters (2), previews of items that match the search criteria (5) 
and a switch (3) for the type of results (narrators/interviews) shown. 
While facets work with exact values, filters can be used to enter queries like: “the name 
contains ‘Pavel’". When entering a filter value, auto-completion is offered. 
The 3 levels of facets and the result type switch makes it convenient to show, for example, 
all the narrators having an interview in English or, on the other hand, show all interviews 
where the narrator is a doctor (has a doctor’s degree). 
Facet remains hidden if its choice would not reduce the number of results displayed. 
Facets over dates are dynamic in the sense that they create several roughly equal groups, 
and the from-to range of these groups changes depending on the current search results. 

The item-view page 

Individual record pages may be displayed in simple or full mode. In both modes, there is 
always a refbox (“how to cite”, 1 in Figure 16), metadata (2), the files (3) associated with the 
given record, depending on the type of item these are either the files with the interview or 
files supplied by the narrator (if any). If the item describes a narrator, both views also show 
and link to interviews with this narrator (4). 
Simple mode differs from full mode in how and which metadata are displayed. The simple 
item view serves as sort of a summary of a record, only a selection (see Figure 16) of 
metadata is shown. In the full mode all the metadata might be displayed (see Figure 17) 
including the generated "administrative" metadata. Whether those will be shown depends on 
the privileges of the current user. 
In Figure 16 you can also see the context menu (5) now has “Add Interview” link. 



 
Figure 15: The search page 



 
Figure 16 Item view page displaying a narrator in simple mode 

 
 



 

Figure 17: Item view page displaying a narrator in full mode 



Adding items to the repository 

The process for adding narrators and interviews follows the same pattern, you are taken 
through a series of steps (pages) where you fill in the required information, upload the files 
etc. What is different between the two is the information you are asked to fill in. 
You can upload files either from your personal computer (marked 1 in Figure 18), that’s the 
one with your browser open, or you can specify a URL (2). The URL can be anything on the 
Internet, but also a path on the server, the machine where the repository is running. In both 
cases, you choose the type of file (interview file, transcript, material, informed consent).  
There is a file size limit of 2GB for files uploaded from personal computers (1). 
Even though you can use the “Submissions” menu to create new records (the same way as 
in stock DSpace), you should generally avoid that and use the “Add Narrator”/”Add 
Interview” links that appear in the context menu (see The item-view page above). These 
links prefill certain kind of information that you otherwise would have to fill in manually. Use 
the “Submissions” menu to continue creating a narrator/interview if you have saved your 
progress for later. 



 
Figure 18: File upload step 

Adding a narrator 

When a user is logged in and if he has appropriate access rights, the context menu in the 
column on the right hand side will show an “Add Narrator” link. Clicking that will start a new 
submission in the “narrators” collection. 
The first “Basic Info” step gathers information about the narrator – name, aliases, gender, 
birthdate, id and various other specified in the metadata schema. The id will be used as the 



“suffix” part of a handle2 (if your deployment uses the handle system), that is why it must be 
unique (not used for any other narrator, interview or other DSpace object). 
In the next step you can upload files provided by the narrator, for example photos, or the 
informed consent. 
If you happen to upload any files a “Restricted Use” license is attached to the item. This 
servers multiple purposes, one of those is limiting who can access the files later on, by 
requiring users to login in (and you can further refine the privileges based on login). 

Adding an interview with a narrator 

When you are viewing a narrator’s page (see The item-view page) the context menu on your 
right should show an “Add interview” link, clicking that will start a new submission in the 
“interviews” collections and fill in metadata required to link the narrator with the interview. 
First, you are required to upload files. Details about uploading files mentioned above still 
apply, the same goes for the license. If you click edit near the uploaded file, you can fill in 
some more details about the particular file. 
In the next step, you provide information about the interview such as the language, date, 
length etc. What’s mentioned about ids in the narrator submission applies here too. The first 
field called “Title” should be something convenient that would let you discern the interviews 
in the search results. 

                                                 
2 To avoid assigning multiple ids to one “entity”, or to at least provide straight forward mapping 
between these ids. 


